
Ooh So Sexy

Jon B.

(Chorus)
Ooh so sexy you got that natural

The Way you move it ooh that's crazy
So amazing, I'm getting faded

That way you move it ooh that's crazy

Ooh so sexy you got that natural
The way you move it ooh that's crazy

So amazing, I'm getting faded
off you so intoxicated

(Verse One)
Pretty feet with open toes

Scent of your neck is like a fresh red rose
X-ray vision piercing through your clothes

But I really can't wait to see you naked though
The way your body moves and you dip it slow

I try to play it cool but gotta let you know 
The way it's lookin I can tell you wanna go.
Skip the preview and let's get to the show....

(Paul Wall Rap - Verse One)
My baby kick it she cool with all the fellas

She hood like chimi changs, but classy like Cinderella
She down like four flats. My baby girl is real

She dun weathered the storm and baby down wit me still

(Chorus)

(Verse Two)
Now we at the house and we're all alone

With no interruptions you turn off the phone,
Daddy's little girl but now you'reh all grown

Birthday suit is all you got on
Got the radio on and its playin your song

Touchin on your body all night long
Feels so right that it can't be wrong

Sexual healing comin on strong.

(Paul Wall Rap - Verse Two)
Them curves, like a coke bottle can't be beat

Pedicure every week on them cute lil feet
She a freak under the covers but she keep it discrete
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She's my midnight treat
Baby for real that's why I'm your man

(Chorus)

(Paulo Wall Rap - Verse Three)
She shaped like an hourglass

Flyer than a mocking bird
Baby got that smooth skin softer than some fox fur

We go together like sweaters in cold wather
No body could do it better baby down for whateva

She gangsta like Lil'Kim, Sexy like Alicia Keys
Funny like Sommore baby cooler than a summer breeze

Man I swear my baby cuter than a teddy bear
Nobody compares lil momma that's why I'm your man...

(Chorus)
(Repeat)

(Vamp)
Ooh so sexy

All the ladies goin do your thang and be as Sexy as you are Baby...
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